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Around fifteen years ago, as an idealistic graduate student at the University of Iowa, I led off my first-ever published article, "Peer Teaching in the Writing Classroom," with the following: (48) I can easily recall the militant feelings gener ating that paragraph, as well as my firm, though untested, pedagogical resolve. Now I would use slightly different language to express those beliefs (for example, "respond to" and "response" rather than "critique" and"evaluation"), but quite frankly, I still believe what I wrote. Since then, I've put peer response to the test with students twelve to eighty-two years old and can say from experience that this indeed is "a way to teach writing that works."
By now, though. most of us know this way, or at least have heard about it-perhaps ad nau seam-even if we haven't quite given ourselves over to it wholeheartedly. So 1don't wish to cover that ground again or promote any particular way to implement it. There are all kinds of ways to get students talking with each other about their writing and, depending on the circumstances, most ways have merit.
Rather, I would now like to catalog various determining factors-both in and outside the classroom-whose recognition has helped me and others choose for ourselves which peer response methods or combinations of methods to use, with whom, and when. Such cataloging may, even more importantly for some, simplyencour age by inclusion those teachers who are already experimenting, but who find themselves in situ ations that don't readily welcome student-cen tered methods.
Before that, however, this crucial point: be hind the dizzying maze of variables and options that will follow shortly rests a fundamental fact that I first learned to articulate thanks to Peter Elbow. In his Writing with Power, he prophesies. "You will improve your writing more through freewriting and sharing than through any other activity described in this book" (24, I have found this to be true for me and for my students. The mere act of sharing-the common denominator among all peer-response situations will always overshadow my clever efforts to or chestrate feedback techniques over a given time. Simply getting student writers together to hear each other's work, therefore, dominates my plan ning and, to a great extent, any other beneficial outcomes are gravy.
A Short Look Back
I first barged into this approach to teaching writing when many people and I still preached the writing process, as if all writers writing well always follow a single, describable process that teachers can make conscious for students by breaking it down into distinctly labeled stages for them to perform: prewriting, writing, rewriting, editing, publishing, to name one common set.
Likewise, equally system-hungry thinking begat early writing-group methodologies, mine included. Scheduling who'd do what. with what, when. and with whom throughout a given "writ ing week." for example, certainly made things easier to run, control, and predict. After all, we had already committed to curbing our workbooks and exercises and red-pen mentalities, which had always before made lesson-planning and evalua tion and grading manageable, so we needed at least this much tidiness. But our writing and teaching experiences and. on their heels, the professional literature showed us that forces in side and outside the classroom were not always, or perhaps not even usually, going to sanction such orderly approaches. A swarm of external and internal variables unpredictably forced its way into the formula. in turn forcing us to face facts about students and their writing-facts that we had already known but not transferred from our own experiences as writers.
External Variables
For the teacher assigned to Classroom A of Building B in District C. establishing and using writing groups depends a great deal on variables outside of his or her control. Something as non academic as extent of access to photocopying. for example. can sometimes govern the entire pro gram.
Other. more fundamental, factors, however, also have far-reaching effects. Students' ages, for one. determine what a teacher can rightfully expect from a class in such independent situa tions as small groups. And alongside that obvious consideration fall in various less obvious ones such as the current mix of students' personality types and their inherent and developed social and verbal abilities. Thus, not only do writing teach ers' situations vary based on the grades they teach. but the individual teacher's situation var ies from year to year. and even from class to class at the secondary level. Not to mention that changes occur unpredictably within the same year's group(s) of students simply because time passes.
The array of external variables affecting writ ing groups grows even more complex thanks to the particular school system. A district's contri butions include such elements as its overall curriculum. its preferred. encouraged, and dis couraged teaching methods. and its environ ment, both physical and professional. The cur riculum, for example, may clearly invite or pro hibit peer-interaction approaches. Or, through its silence. the curriculum may leave such choices completely up to the individual teacher, in which case his or her current students may have ex tremely varied small-group experience even if most of the students have come up through the same school system or have even been in the same building.
What's more, the physical realities of class room space and its adaptability to small groups as well as factors such as the professional climate of collegial relationships will affect small group teaching as much as they do any other innovative approach. If a teacher, for instance, has too small of a classroom or must coexist with a largely rigid faculty that resists change and snubs those who experiment, then that teacher may find such experimentation discouraging, at best.
Internal Variables
Our writing teacher in Classroom A, Building B, District C can't do much about any ofthe above except perhaps bringa few colleagues along some what by exampIe or exhortation, so most of his or her attention should focus on those factors that depend primarily on his or her own curriculum and planning. And one way to categorize these is to see them either as matters of course content or as matters of timing.
Peer-response methods shOUld, of course, complement what students are writing. A par ticular genre requires and deserves an appropri ate type of response, both to shape it and to recognize the likely extent of its author's personal stake. For example, what students do in small groups when sharing editorials on school-related issues should vary greatly from what they do when sharing poems, science fiction stories, in formative across-the-curriculum reports, or per sonal journal entries.
The teacher's expectations and standards for student writing should also playa role in deter miningwhat peer teaching approaches to take. To what extent do students understand expecta tions and to what extent can students help each other meet them should be familiar questions guiding peer interaction. To further complicate matters. the teacher who uses what we've come to call a process approach to teaching writing must also try to match group work both with where students are in a given project's development (brainstorming? exploratory drafting? proofread Ing?) and with what expectations he or she has for various phases of completion (a page of details? a beginning, middle, and end? a finished draft. complete with citations and bibliography?).
Which brings up the larger matter oftiming of all sorts. Matching response methods with where students are in creating a particular work must yield to broader concerns such as when during the entire school year such response is even taking place. How well students know each other and their teacher and how long they've had to adapt themselves to the class environment have everything to do with what a teacher can rightly attempt and expect. More specifically, to what extent the teacher has readied his or her students to do various kinds of group work with writingfrom mere sharing to all-out. criteria-based criti cism-will most likely predict their success or failure. And readiness results not only from famil iarity but also from quantity and frequency: How much time do groups spend together at a given time. practicing a given kind of response? And how often do they get together over the course of time?
Peer-Teaching Options
The maze is complicated-though worth con fronting-and can become even more so when it all comes down to the individual teacher. who is naturally influenced by his or her own personality and preferred teaching style, and who has to make the actual choices. This is the reality that we who teach writing this way have come to face: we must each construct our own versions of grouping students to share their writing.
What follows. then. is a catalog of questions that only individual teachers can answer, only for themselves, only through trial and error, and probably only with and for a particular batch of students. These questions may seem to unfold in a logical order, but actually any question could lead to any other to initiate the process. To illustrate their usefulness. I have also described an actual scenario in which I had to answer many of them myself.
I. Grouping Students for Peer Re sponse:
A. Who with whom? 5. Some combination, such as jotting comments on copies of the text, followed by discus sion?
An Application
I've probably not exhausted the questions I ask myself, and other writing teachers would certainly create different I1sts of questions be cause, again, we just can't layout this approach for each other as neatly as I used to think. But here's an example of how I recently answered these groups of questions for myself when work ing with a class of eighth and ninth grade "gifted and talented" students at my college. As the scenario proceeds, I have referred to my list of questions by Roman numeral, capital letter, and number. but have also explained any variations as necessary.
This group of a dozen students from allover the county would leave their own schools at lunchtime to come to my college every Thursday afternoon for two and a half hours. solely to learn to write better. As second-year participants in the program. they were used to this once-per-week schedule as well as the regular use of small writing groups at the program's core. As a result. they also knew each other quite well even though they normally attended different schools. Never theless. as any group will do in time, by second semester they had long ago found who they most liked to work with, if given the choice, and had in fact gotten into a rut at the point I'm about to describe. Therefore, from the start of our play writing unit, which would last about six weeks. I decided they needed to work with some relatively new people and so grouped them myself (I, A, 2) into three groups of four (I, B. 3) to avoid the possible nastiness of two-versus-one these now comfortable adolescents were known to resort to when trio-ed. Because play writing was new to them and, in this case, would involve following a process ofself-exploration and multiple drafting. I announced that these groups would stay to gether throughout the unit; they would then see the growth that took place in each other's work and not be starting from scratch every time they shared revisions (I, C. 2).
The choice of where the groups would work was limited the entire year to our assigned class room (II, A, 1) since we were already borrowing what little space we had from the natural sciences division of the college. With only three groups working at once, however, the noise level usually stayed pleasantly low and. in fact. energized the space with its motivational din.
Slnce these students would meet several times during this unit. each time would require differ ent expectations and approaches. so for explanation's sake. let's look at what occurred during the third week's group time. By now. the students were sharing very rough "quick drafts" of complete scripts. so all were nervous about putting their first-ever plays in front of peers who already knew how very well they could write the more standard nonfiction prose of the course. I didn't expect much of anything concrete to come ofthis time together (II. B. 1). so I simply had them read aloud what they had written so far (II. C. 1). trusting "the feeling in their mouth and the sound in their ear" would tell them plenty, for now. about how to revise for next week (which still wouldn't be their final deadline).
Following each student's reading aloud. he or she would mainly need encouragement to go on with the writing. but by now they were all very used to giving and receiving criticism, so I limited their interaction to mainly positive feedback. allowing only minimal and global suggesting (II. D. 2; II. E. 1). Still, because play writingwas anew genre for them. and they all displayed noticeable measures of insecurity, I had each author jot down his or her two main areas ofconcern for the current draft about which he or she would allow the group members to make tentative sugges tions (II, F. 2). Since the authors dld not bring multiple copies ofthese quick drafts. group mem bers would merely listen as each author read and. likewise, all responses were to be oral (II. G. 1).
Then, in subsequent weeks during the same unit. the group populations and work space re mained the same while many ofthe other features of their small-group work evolved to match the evolving purposes for interaction as they com pleted their plays.
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The Bottom Lines
Still, no matter what I did then or do now, the main feature has simply been to have students reading their works to each other in whatever considered ways work best for them and for me. I ignorantly preached it in English Journal in 1981, and I bemusedly quote it today: "Student writers should be read!" (50). For, still crazy after all these years, I continue to believe that and have found my own ways to make it possible and make it work, term after term. With some willingness to experiment, so can every teacher of writing. 
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